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So what are the dimensions of the kind of publics
proffered by online genome talk?

Current genome circulation (via PGP, Promethease, SNPedia,

Navigenics, 23andMe and others) is productive of talk that can be

characterised in terms of (a) well informed disavowal and (b) technical

evaluation

both forms of talk evoke the spectre of the wrong kind of audience for

genomics - unknowing dupes who might buy into genomic determinism

or passive audiences who are not engaging in this active empowerment

..but for what?



Problems and questions

Social media and genomic information come together along an axis of

interactivity, where the user or patient or consumer or audience is

positioned as an active agent in dialogue with technology.

…but if interactivity is a bit of an unfocused fantasy (Aarseth, Barry),

an unrealised promise or even an impediment to communicative

content (e.g. Dean) where does that leave the audiences of

circulating genomes?

…and if both social media and genomic information come tied to a

very elite consumer culture is there any civic or politically public

dimension to the horizon of circulating genomes?



To go back to talk….

Circulating genomes generate communicative media audiences -

this communication:

 does have a public dimension but it pertains to an elite

consumer civic space

 has a lot that withdraws from public content - talk about

genomes doesn’t communicate beyond the crowd of genome

sharers



Active audiences might be overrated…

Active audiences are attached to the circulation of social and

digital media forms and passive audiences are attached to

television and print….

…but an active communication that eschews political and social

content (whilst fetishising technology and building technocultural

capital) might be overrated

…and television viewing and readerly audiences might be more

generative of politically public dynamics
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